Evaluation of Lossy data compression of chest X-rays: a receiver operating characteristic study.
To evaluate the quality of chest radiographs after 32:1 compression/decompression with different image compression algorithms. Ten digital (Thoravison) radiographs of an anthropomorphic chest phantom with superimposed simulated nodular lesions (NL) and linear reticular lesions (LL) were obtained. Each radiograph was subdivided into 15 fields; they contained the lesions with a probability of 0.5. The radiographs were compressed and decompressed by using JPEG, fractal and wavelet algorithms at a compression rate of 32:1. Five radiologists evaluated the images. Data were analyzed with the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) method (comparison of area under curve). At 32:1 JPEG or wavelet compression, no statistically significant difference was observed for both NL and LL when compared with the original images. The fractal algorithm performed significantly lower for both NL and LL when compared with the original radiographs. The JPEG and wavelet image compression does not result in loss of relevant information for chest x-rays at a compression rate of 32:1.